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With the renewed attention to Space Exploration and the role of
humans in Space questions of the uses of the Moon and other bodies of the
Solar system have come to the forefront: is human Space flight but a
romantic quest of childhood dreams or are there key opportulities to be
opened and explored for the benefit of mankind - on Earth or in Space?

Economic laws - which apply in Space as well as on Earth - will limit
beneficial uses of Space for Earth to the immediate vicinity of Earth in the
solar system, the Moon. These 'constraints' will limit the uses for Earth to
essentially observations, communications and energy - all commodities
with 'low mass' and 'speed of light' transmission.

The revolutionary concept of a 'condominium' of observation facilities
is proposed for observations of the universe, the Sun and the Earth -
providing a stable, nearly limitless aperture across the electromagnetic
spectrum with huge advantages in reliability, costs and assurance of
continuity of observations. Similarly, communications, navigation,
command and control of civil and scientific activities on the Moon and for
Cis- and Translunar space will change fundamentally.

Beyond these uses, the 'tapping' of the vast Solar energy resources
available on the Moon promises fundamental changes in Space operations,
Space transportation and potentially clean energy supplies across all
regions of Earth. E.g. with 1 GWe supply on the Moon a new age of 'fuel-
less' space transportation across Cis- and Translunar space is enabled,
ultimately allowing speeds of up to one third the speed of light for missions
to nearby solar systems.

Last and not least, with such assured energy supplies, all the lunar
resources can be tapped for the establishment of Closed Ecological Life
Support Systems (CELSS) leading to the first settlement independent of
Earth - a most historic step for mankind to assuring its survival and
expansion into Space.
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A. The Centrality of the Moon as the next Major Milestone
in Human Space Exploration
With the Columbia Disaster once more basic questions as to the

purpose and scope of US space enterprise were raised and had to be
answered. At the core of this enterprise has been and remains the
human exploration of Space so much at the core of US/NASA activities
since the very inception of the US space program.

On January 14, 2004 the President announced a renewed Space
Initiative, setting out firm goals for NASA to accomplish over a certain
time period. At the core of that initiative is item three of the White
House Fact sheet released as part of this initiative (see quote below). In
respect of this decision some stringent economic and programmatic
considerations can be advanced to lend strong bi-partisan support to this
renewed invigoration of human space flight for the decades ahead. What
are the economic and programmatic criteria that might be advanced in
support of and as a basis for this renewed national commitment? (see
Figure 1) Can an economic case be made for the Moon on strictly
economic grounds?

That is the challenge which is addressed in this paper.

President Bush Statement on New Space Initiative:

"America will return to the Moon as early as 2015 and no later than
2020 and use it as a stepping stone for more ambitious missions. A
series of robotic missions to the Moon, similar to the Spirit Rover
that is sending remarkable images back to Earth from Mars, will ex-
plore the lunar surface beginning no later than 2008 to research and
prepare for future human exploration. Using the Crew Exploration
Vehicle, humans will conduct extended lunar missions as early as
2015, with the goal of living and working there for increasingly ex-
tended periods.

- The extended human presence on the Moon will enable
astronauts to develop new technologies and harness the
Moon's abundant resources to allow manned exploration of
more challenging environments. An extended human
presence on the Moon could reduce the costs of further
exploration, since lunar-based spacecraft could escape the
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Moon's lower gravity using less energy at less cost than
Earth-based vehicles. The experience and knowledge gained
on the Moon will serve as a foundation for human missions
beyond the Moon, beginning with Mars.

- NASA will increase the use of robotic exploration to
maximize our understanding of the solar system and pave
the way for more ambitious manned missions. Probes,
landers, and similar unmanned vehicles will serve as

trailblazers and send vast amounts of knowledge back to

scientists on Earth." [emphasis added]

B. The Four Universal Laws (Constraints) of Economics
(Valid even in 'Parallel' Universes - with or without 'Inflation')
In 1972 and then again in 1986 at the IAA-IAF meetings the author

set forth basic economic considerations applicable to Space Enterprise,
with very dire (constraining) implications as to the type and scope of

economic activities and returns from Space enterprise - leaving aside for

the moment the sophomoric 'spin-off' arguments, important as these

might be to the layman. (See Appendix).
Whereas the laws of physics at various phases of cosmological de-

velopments may or may not apply, mutate, or change to make observa-

tions meet the desired beginnings or outcomes, these laws of economics

are immutable and apply universally, with possibly still unexplored

applications to the physical sciences. These are:

1 - The Cost of Time (Interest, "i"):
This cost is larger than or equal to zero (i.e. can never be negative in

real terms) and is an incredible "value crunching machine": so much so

that the economist Heilbronner published in the 1970s a provocative

article titled "The world ends in 200 years: so what!" One can easily

agree with his conclusions by the simple thought experiment of how
wrong such Doomsday Sayers in whatever cloth - particularly that of

'scientists' - would have been with such fears say in 1804. This is

particularly true in the consumer societies of today where practically

anything that extends beyond a decade is outside the interest span of
most. Heilbronner's point, of course, was that anything we 'predict'

today for 200 years hence is simply beyond the rational scope of public
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policy concerns if only for an inability to anticipate technological,
societal and, yes, climatic change.

2 - The Cost of Transport ("delta V"):
Overcoming gravity to move mass from its source to its desired

destination is subject to the requisite force to transport such mass.

3 - The Price of Commodities (Goods and Services, ' p ") as a Function of
Supply and Demand:
Whereas commodities in scarce supply and high demand carry high

prices, most of these prices collapse radically when their supply
increases unexpectedly. Historically the most stable price was that of
gold to silver (1:12) over many millennia until the discovery of the
Americas whence that price collapsed because of 'oversupply' of silver.
A telling example: were one to discover and capture an asteroid made
up entirely of perfectly cut 10 karat diamonds, the price of diamonds
would rapidly approach zero as it came closer to landing at Cape
Canaveral.

4 - Location as a Function of the above Three Factors (Cost of Time,
Transport and Price):

The constraints imposed by items 1 through 3 above will severely
restrict rational policy choices.

C. Applying these Economic Laws to Space Enterprise:
Literally hundreds if not thousands of scientists and engineers have

done impressive work on the feasibility and scope of Lunar activities
needed to establish a first presence of humans on the Moon. Many were
documented in 1985 in "Lunar Bases and Space Activities in the 21St
Century", edited by W.W. Mendell. We do not start with a 'blank page'.

One of the most imaginative - and at some future time realistic -

works on the role and scope of the Moon in mankind's future has been
described by Krafft Ehricke, in papers dating to the late 1960s and early
1970s and summarized in "Lunar Industrialization and Settlement - Birth
of a Polyglobal Civilization2 ." The Moon can be an integral part of the
Cis-Lunar and planetary economy. The question is, "How do we get

2 Mendell, W.W. Editor, Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21' Century, Lunar and
Planetary Institute, Houston, Texas, 1985; see also the Partial Bibliography in Appendix E.
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from here to 'there"'.

Most of the major Space policy assessments and exercises of the
past sixty years are unidirectional, with the Moon as a stepping-stone to

other places in the Solar system. Among the large mass of articles,
papers, and writings only a few deal with the beneficial uses of the Moon
for Cis-Lunar Space and, even fewer with significant direct benefits that
could be derived from investments and operations on and from the
Moon.

Indeed, many space experts are astonished at having 'missed' this

inward looking perspective for Space exploration from the Moon.
"Thinking within the Cis-Lunar box," while everybody has been

scrambling to move and think outside that box, requires in this sense a

reversal of paradigms.
Transportation costs and the cost of time (interest) will limit the

'economic' uses of Space. Because of transportation and interest costs,

the commodities (goods and services) delivered from Space to Earth will
need to have near zero mass and travel close to the speed of light. In
addition, if one allows for the 'demand-price' relationship, then the price
of such physical goods would collapse with a large supply from Space.

These 'iron laws' of economics combine to 'limit' commodities for

use on Earth to essentially data and energy. 'Data' in the form of

observations, communications and location compose the 'information
economy' - well over 50% of all economic activities of advanced
economies and societies. "Energy" is in the form of light (optical) or
other forms across the electromagnetic spectrum.

Similarly, the region where these activities will be located will be
principally in near-Earth Space. Following the 'location' theory of
economic activities based on 'marginal advantages' and 'marginal costs'
first described by von Thiinen in the 19'h century3 , these activities will be

limited to near-Earth space at least until communities and settlements
independent of Earth are established elsewhere - with the same

Thunen, Johann Heinrich von, Der Isolierte Staat in Bezielhung alif die Landwirtschaft moid
die Nationalokonomie, (The Isolated State in Relation to Agriculture and the Economy],
Hamburg 1826 and 1850, wherein von Thuinen explained the location of various economic
activities as a function of transport cost, including the cost of time (interest) based on marginal
costs and marginal benefits.
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'economic laws' applying 'there' as well, wherever that may be in the
universe.

The enthusiasm of Krafft Ehricke and others for exchanging mate-
rial supplies and goods between a Lunar and a 'terrestrial' economy is
mistaken. Similarly, the idea of physical travel outside the Solar system
is beyond reach currently. It is much easier to transmit data and
information (as well as DNA - i.e., human genome 'data') than large
quantities of 'humans,' mostly in the form of water. (These same 'laws'
lead us to transport orange juice concentrate from Florida to other
locations, even within the United States.)

The "Space Economy" for some time to come will be a Cis-Lunar
economy, comprising and affecting large parts of the terrestrial
information sectors first; and later the global energy sectors, with in-
space energy supplies as the first significant step toward the develop-
ment of energy supplies in and from Space.

Due to transportation costs (delta-V), economics will favor exten-
sive use of lunar mineral resources for in-orbit Cis- and Trans-Lunar
applications and projects, leading to possibly 'massive' infrastructures to
make use of the information and energy potential of Space - and of the
Moon in particular.

D. Assessment Criteria for Determining the Next Major Goal in Human
Space Exploration.

So as not to reinvent the wheel, this report draws heavily from the
numerous studies by NASA and various commissions to make specific
recommendations. The assessment and recommendations elaborated in
the following pages were molded by constraints that the U.S. Human
Space Flight Program should:

1) Be accomplished within a decade. JFK set the example.
Anything beyond a decade is outside the attention span
(seriousness test) of U.S. political decisions and the horizon of
public interest when trading off budget requirements.

2) Require no substantial increase in the NASA budget. Obviously a
major reorientation of NASA priorities may/should ensue with
a major new challenge, but in no case should the goal set
require a doubling or more of the current NASA budget.
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3) Capitalize on past technology achievements and knowledge base.
These include the Apollo program, Space Shuttle and Space
Station technologies, propulsion and space operations know-
how, and commercial and other infrastructure.

4) Significantly increase civilian and national security uses of Space
for the benefit of the United States. The opening and control of
Cis- and Circumlunar Space for U.S. Space activities would
clearly accomplish this.

5) Be accomplished with manageable risks. Clearly Human Space
Flight for the foreseeable future will involve substantial risk,
including the loss of life; but such has been the case for all
major milestones in human exploration throughout the ages.
Most technology required for Cis- and Circumlunar Space
operations is a limited extension of technology demonstrated
three decades ago. Still, major uncertainties may affect Human
Space Flight for longer durations, such as the effects of micro
gravity, cosmic heavy particle radiation and prolonged
isolation - all of which are as yet not fully understood or
tested.

6) Make a historic contribution to the expansion of human
enterprise. One such overriding goal has to be to realize an
Earth independent technology base for human habitation
outside - and ultimately independent of - Earth.

7) Encourage a new regime for human and economic activities in
Space. To assure the benefits of free enterprise, the legal
regime for Space operations should pursue the principle of full
sovereignty, including private property and enterprise. Under
the current, often undefined, legal and regulatory regime,
Lewis and Clark would still be lingering east of the Mississippi.

8) Conform to the 'iron laws' of the economics for the cost of
transportation and the cost of time (interest). The transport costs
of mass ("delta-V" requirements) and the cost of time
(interest) are inescapable, increase geometrically with distance
from Earth and hence will confine human activities to near-
Earth space in the foreseeable future - particularly when
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considered in combination with the uniquely adverse,
unknown Space environment effects on astronauts from
extended activities in Space.

9) Stimulate our nation's youth and their enthusiasm for

exploration, the sciences and technology. Whatever the goal, it

should be complemented with programs that actively involve
students, academia, and local government, i.e. beyond the
well-trodden paths of Federal contracting and grants.

10) Be accomplished as a U.S.-led program. Other nations will be
welcome to pursue programs of their own, conforming to their
various priorities and desires, or to join the U.S. effort subject
to the criteria outlined herein.

E. Applying these Criteria and Laws:
A Clear and Unambiguous Choice
Three broad options are outlined:

Option I: Abandon Human Space Flight

One of the first papers on Space given by the principal author of this
report was titled "The Fallacies of the Anthropocentric Approach to
Space Exploration." This paper, given at the 1968 IAF meetings in New
York4 , argued that, for the same expenditure - or less - the Apollo

program then to be completed within a year (in 1969) could have

obtained the same sample returns through robotic technologies and
extended these capabilities throughout the Solar system. A close reading

'between the lines' of NASA's current long term plan would lead one to

similar conclusions.
How right in the abstract theory of the ivory towers of scientists and

the world of accountants; how wrong in the quest of human exploration
and historic advancement. Here is why. The question is: "Can Man

establish a presence in Space - ultimately independent of support from
Earth?" This clearly must be seen as an ultimate question of mankind,

with profound philosophical, psychological, societal implications.

Much has been said since the Columbia accident - and will be re-

"Fallacies of the Anthropocentric Approach of the U.S. Space Program", Annual
Meeting of.the International Astronautics Federation Annual Meeting New York, New York,
1968
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peated in future weeks - about the promise and cost of the Space
Transportation and of Space Enterprise. It is sad that it takes tragedy to
focus our affluent society on the core issues of human enterprise and on
the core importance of Space to America's future - in Space and on
Earth.

2003 saw the launch to and return from Space of the first astronaut
by China, which has a focused, technologically-maturing Space program.
Someday America may see a serious challenge from China as a major
space power. Hopefully, the Columbia disaster will prompt a renewed
U.S. commitment to Human Space Exploration and Enterprise, which
will again spur U.S. technological advances that ensure America
continues as the world's preeminent Space power.

Underlying all this enthusiasm and active interest by the people
world wide in Human Space Enterprise is one overriding "non-
Archimedean" aspect of the quest for Space: ultimately the establish-
ment of the first human outpost in Space independent of Earth to then
continue and bring about the expansion of human habitation beyond
Earth, throughout the solar system and ultimately beyond. It is possibly
an inborn genetic instinct to ask for and to pursue the escape from
'single point failure' that constitutes Earth. This is, consciously or
subconsciously, the most universal motivating force for the enthusiasm -
worldwide - of human space flight, exploration and ultimately habitation
independent of Earth. It is a goal far transcending any scientific or
practical pursuits - and particularly 'robotic scientists' should be
appreciative of this basic rational and motivation for Human Space
Enterprise.

It may well be that we will find out in the decades ahead that hu-
mans were not meant to travel into the solar system and beyond - for
whatever reasons and constraints - but as of today all indications are
that quite the opposite is the case. We owe it to ourselves and the
generations to follow to find an answer to these issues and prospects in
the decades ahead.

Option II: Go to Mars and Establish
a Permanent Presence of Humans on Mars
Manned exploration of Mars was an 'obvious' destination for those
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who first considered space travel within the Solar System and beyond. It
was considered in a 1609 letter from Johannes Kepler to Galileo Galilei.
Human exploration of Mars also was tied to the initial recommendations
for post-Apollo manned space exploration - the 1969 Space Task Group
Report recommended the full development of LEO5 , permanent
manned outposts on the Moon and initial, mostly unmanned, explora-
tion of Mars. NASA Administrator Tom Paine emphasized the long-
range objective of manned exploration of Mars - and President Nixon,
under growing adverse political and budgetary pressures, rejected this
ambitious goal. In 1991, President George H.W. Bush again emphasized
the long-term goal of a manned mission to Mars - and NASA's program
again floundered. We might again consider a manned mission to Mars
as the next goal for U.S. Space enterprise.

This long-term goal, though desirable, may be too ambitious to
sustain the needed political support - e.g., it fails the first criteria of
being achievable within a decade. Serious obstacles and uncertainties
must be resolved before commitment to such an enterprise is viable.
Critical challenges to traveling to Mars within a decade, include:

- The effects of solar and cosmic radiation, heavy particle
(HZE) radiation in particular, on the human body during
prolonged Space flight. They are ubiquitous and difficult to
shield against, other than through massive amounts of
Water/Hydrogen, which would increase the mass, cost, and
time of manned flights to Mars and back. When traversing
the Earth's magnetic field, the Van Allen belt and beyond,
astronauts on each Apollo mission to the Moon were
exposed to such radiation, with persistent effects, including
'flashes,' whenever another 1,000 neurons or so were
eliminated by the crossings of such heavy particles through
their neuro-system, hitting the optic nerves. Extended over
many months or years the effects of such exposure can be
devastating.

'This article employs the following customary acronyms: LEO = Low Earth Orbit, GEO =
Geosynchronous Orbit, HEO = High Earth Orbit, LLO = Low Lunar Orbit, HLO = High
Lunar Orbit, NEO = Near Earth Orbit.
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- The effects of prolonged micro-gravity on the human body,
leading to effects not dissimilar to aging and affecting
within hours the whole human body in a myriad of ways.
Prolonged Space flights over many years - or presence in
severely diminished gravity - may be 'showstoppers' to such
prolonged presence. "Fractional gravity" experience e.g.
1/6' on the Moon may indeed be 'enabling' for
understanding the need or lack thereof of artificial gravity
on long interplanetary voyages.

- The effects of prolonged isolation on the human psyche and
body. Prolonged isolation, even on Earth, can have
devastating effects on the mental health and physical well
being of humans. The effects of mental well-being on the
immune system is as yet not completely understood. Several
incidents of 'burn-out' in orbit are documented. While these
effects may be relatively 'easy' to cope with in near-Earth
environments - permitting relatively quick returns to Earth,
long distance flight (absent the massive image of Earth
from LEO or the Moon) may pose entirely different
perspectives and effects. Similarly, human judgment may be
affected - sensory or otherwise.

While each of these effects may be serious - and any one of them a
showstopper, the combination of 'synergistic' effects of less than
disabling proportions of these effects must also be understood. There is
considerable experience obtained from human Space flight missions in
Low Earth Orbit (e.g., Space Stations, Space Shuttles, Soyuz flights).
However, Apollo provided the only missions beyond the protective
envelop of the Earth's magnetic field and the Van Allen Belt. Thus,
there are only very limited data involving an environment like that to be
experienced on interplanetary flights.

Each of these parameters can seriously add to - or mitigate - the
cost and time of human missions to Mars. For example, if a 1-g
environment were required throughout the mission, this requirement
would substantially increase the mass and complexity of the mission.
Similarly, if vast protective water enclosures are needed to protect
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against heavy particle radiation this requirement will increase mission
mass as well. When both combine, mass requirements may increase by
orders-of-magnitude, adversely affecting spacecraft design and mission
parameters.

Two other key factors that limit confidence in committing to a Mars
mission within a decade are the costs of transportation and time (i.e.
interest). What may make sense with a few weeks' turn-around time for
the Moon may become unfeasible - technically or economically - with
roundtrip schedules of a few years for a single mission. This sad fact
would not be ameliorated by assumed breakthroughs and advances in
propulsion, nuclear rocket programs to reduce trip times and some of
the listed bottlenecks in manned flights to Mars. Neither do we have
such means of transportation today, nor can we be assured of measures
to address associated health concerns.

Finally, extensive human experience on the Moon is a precondition
to human Space trips to Mars, and lessons learned from this experience
may provide new ways to execute missions to Mars. Preliminary missions
to the moons of Mars, Deimos and Phobos, are also a prelude to human
Space flight to Mars. Thus, we can develop solutions to key problems by
returning to the Moon and establishing a permanent base of operations
for study and exploration of that space environment.

Option III: A First Human Settlement on the Moon within a Decade
Under the above constraints on the characteristics and parameters

for meeting the next major goal for Human Space exploration, the only
realistic Goal for the next decade is to establish the first human
settlement outside Earth on the Moon. From the standpoint of risk,
transportation costs and travel time alone, the Moon is the first logical
step to address the fundamental questions of the scope and limits of
Human Space Flight beyond Earth throughout the solar system.

As Figures 2 and 3 make clear, the Moon is also the 'natural' plat-
form to operate in Cis-Lunar space - to GEO, to HEO and NEO, even
to LEO. Once such an operational capability has been established, the
'energy' distance (the amount of propulsion needed) to reach even low
earth orbits from the Moon is substantially less than reaching that same
location from the 'much closer' Earth. The same holds true for any and
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all other locations in Cis and Trans-Lunar Space.
At the same time it is also clear that whereas the Moon is within a

few days of Earth in case of emergencies of whatever kind - or simple
re-supply operations before reaching 'Lunar autonomy' - travel to and
from Mars will take years. Once having set out for Mars one can not just
'turn around' in mid-flight, a gravity assist from Mars is needed for such
'turn-around'.

As discussed below, there will be many new practical applications
that result from a Lunar habitat that permits exploitation of the Moon's
physical environment. Human involvement in such exploitation will be
critically important. The same 'operational advantage' holds for the
Mars's moons, Deimos and Phobos, when considering 'Cis-Martian'
Space missions. Again, the moons may be the 'natural' initial destina-
tion, until technologies and experience beyond Earth Space mature.

Key among these innovations is a revolution of Space transporta-
tion and Space operations in Cis- and Trans-lunar Space and for
missions into the solar system, once the aerospace community grasps the
unique characteristics of Lunar resources, e.g.,

- The abundance of energy beyond any resource ever
imagined on Earth;

- The absence of any significant 'atmosphere';

- The stability of the Lunar 'platform'; and

- The abundance of mineral resources given the apparent
'cogeneration' of Earth and Moon in their infancy billions
of years ago.

One example: Once the energy resources on the Moon have been
tapped, a new era of Space transportation will open - with propellant-
less propulsion options, totally changing the 'delta-V' driven location
speculations of Cis-, Trans-lunar and planetary exploration missions in
and around diverse libration points. Indeed one may ask, "What good
are mathematical 'optimization' exercises if propellant mass is no
issue?" Thus are the potential changes wrought by a human presence on
the Moon.

Finally, as pointed out in the discussion of obstacles confronting a
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national goal for human exploration of Mars (Option II), there are many
issues concerning ecological health and closed ecological life support
systems (heavy particle radiation, micro-gravity, human factors among
them). The place to find the answers to these myriad of life sciences
issues, the environmental health of humans in interplanetary space flight
and the feasibility of Closed Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS)
is outside the Van Allen belt, yet close enough for rescue and early
returns should environmental and health data indicate incipient
problems. That place is the Moon, which also can supply/provide a
variety of shielding and protective strategies not available in the 'void' of
interplanetary space flight. The results of these Lunar in situ efforts
could significantly reduce costs and risks of eventual future human Mars
mission exploration.

Of paramount importance in this context is the question of the
relative abundance or not of H20 on the Moon. This is a hotly discussed
topic, with indications from the Clementine mission that indeed such
resources exist near the polar regions of the Moon. However, a more
detailed assessment of the extent of these water resources on the Moon
is needed, first with additional remote sensing missions, then - as in the
good old days - by on-site old-fashioned geologic prospecting by humans
on the Moon.

Of course, once solar energy resources are tapped on the Moon,
then hydrogen can be literally 'squeezed' out of the regolith 'stones',
where hydrogen and helium-3 have been 'implanted' by solar winds for
billions of years.

Such a fundamental goal can make use of an extensive existing
technology base, with some crucial system development components to
enable such a mission by a decade after go-ahead. These include four
core components,

- Space Shuttle Derivatives: Evolutionary steps toward
modular, reusable liquid assist and unmanned systems
options.

- Space Tug(s): A LEO-to-Lunar Surface-and-return manned
Reusable Upper Stage, again modular in its various
components.
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- On-Orbit fuel storage and transfer capability: For example,
oxygen, hydrogen, and water that accrue in various Space
missions to and from LEO (Shuttles, ISS) can be used to
refuel LEO-based Space Tugs to increase efficiencies and
reduce costs of missions above LEO to HEO, GEO and
beyond, all the way to the Moon and back. Thereafter, these
technologies can enable the use of Lunar water resources
and their cracking into H2/O, for Space Tug (and CELSS)
operations. Solar Electric Power Space stations can provide
power to Space Tugs with missions beyond the primary pull
of Earth's gravity.

- Closed Ecological Life Support Systems ("CELSS"): The
key technology for ultimately Earth-independent,
autonomous human settlements on the Moon and in Space,
with untold 'technology feedback' to Earth. The impact on
the global economy of such drastically advanced recycling of
resources may be similar to the effects of miniaturization in
electronics, image processing and computation from the
Space program of the 20th century.

Profound Education, Science and Technology Implications
One of the foundations of the vigor of free market economies - and

the U.S. economy in particular - is the immense drive for innovation,
which in turn is based on the 'human resources' of education, the
sciences and technology.

Currently, the U.S. is experiencing a serious erosion of the founda-
tions of its wealth, in aerospace in particular. Things we could do but a
few decades ago are, in fact, today outside of our immediate reach,
including the ability to return to the Moon - or even to replicate a Space
Shuttle, much less to improve its design to 2000 technology. A new
generation must learn again how to repeat these feats of decades ago -
preferably while a few of the pioneers are still available to help. These
resources - ultimately key human resources: engineers, scientists,
aerospace workers - should be mobilized, maintained and expanded, not
through 'make work' programs that reinvent the wheel (e.g. one more
'expendable' launch system) but through challenges that open new
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frontiers, such as exploring and exploiting the Moon.
Entirely new applications, technologies, and missions are outlined

in Section G, based on the work of literally hundreds and thousands of
innovators, scientists and engineers of decades past. Many others will
expand that list of ideas over the next months and years. This portfolio
of opportunities encompasses all areas of technology and the sciences,
across literally the whole electromagnetic spectrum, all the life sciences,
the communications and information economies (well over 50% of all
economic activities in advanced economies), material sciences, and
human factors. With the prospect of an inexhaustible energy base - be it
solar, be it nuclear - there are no limits to the expansion of this new
frontier other than our failure to set out to explore, breach and expand
this frontier as well.

These conditions will pose an exciting challenge to the next genera-
tion of aerospace engineers and scientists. Science and technology do
not happen in the 'abstract' - as percentages of GNP or in response to
incantations of the need for more Ph.D.s, engineers, technical workers
and educators; more science, statistics and mathematics; more high
school science and college graduates. Such incantations and lamenta-
tions will go unanswered in the void of goals that challenge our
imagination and make us take the hard road of sweat and tears, work
and risk - justifying all the long and lonely hours of studies and tests and
failures, and here and there the thrill of success.

The "Columbia" challenge will bring about entirely new opportuni-
ties of the Frontiers of Space, with real life applications in the next
decades. If but a fraction of all the opportunities are pursued - requiring
untold numbers of enterprising new employment prospects, the
downward trend in aerospace science and engineering can be reversed,
leading to an influx not only of America's youth toward a future of
opportunity but an influx of untold thousands worldwide to join us in
Space enterprise.

We know of no goal or enterprise - including the Manhattan Project
- that has had or will have more profound impacts and open more
opportunities for generations to come than this single initiative: to
return to the Moon within a decade, this time for keeps.

And - lest a goal be set - NASA cannot answer the question as to
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what technologies are needed in the pursuit of Space enterprise. Based
on the list of criteria in the previous section, the only realistic goal for
NASA to be given for the next decade is to establish a Manned Lunar
Base within ten years from go-ahead.

F. Looking at Earth from the Moon
No single image has changed our lives more than this: a lonely Earth

floating precariously in the 'emptiness' of Space over the horizon of the
Moon. This 'one' image has driven home the beauty, the vulnerability
and the uniqueness of the planet we call Earth, more than all the
volumes and libraries full of informed discussions, concerns and
recommendations.

Indeed, looking again at this image, it is surprising and 'shocking'
that some of that awareness has receded, at least in the minds of some of
us swamped by everyday concerns and issues.

Unique 'Cis-Lunar' Properties of Space Station Moon
The 'locational' advantages of "Space Station Moon" include that:

- It is a massive, 'airless', stable platform.

- It has an unlimited supply of solar energy hitting its surface
and immediate surrounds - an energy potential of about 1.3
KW per square meter (!) at an average of 1 AU. More
'impressive' is that in but ten days more solar energy 'hits'
the surface of the Moon than all the known global fossil fuel
resources accumulated over eons past on Earth! Without an
atmosphere the energy is there for the taking.

- It can serve as an ideal platform for emplacing nuclear
reactors and missions using these power sources in a variety
of novel Space missions. Use of any number of Prometheus
size reactor modules will allow any level of foreseeable
power supplies as an alternative to or complement to solar
power plants.

- It could also serve potentially as an ideal testbed for 'clean'
fusion RDT&E using the 'captured' 3 He in Lunar soils -
'clean' insofar as fusion processes using 3He generate as
their major byproduct deuterium rather than the
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exceedingly volatile contaminating byproduct tritium
associated with 'conventional' fusion processes.6

- It has only a sixth of Earth's gravity enabling major
reductions in transport energy required (and associated
delta-V) for many important operations.

- It has most material resources needed for Space and Lunar

structures and operations, including some of the direly
needed water resources (hydrogen in particular).

- Last but not least, it is only a very short distance from Earth
(in 'time' and 'delta V'), indeed the Moon is part of 'Earth
Space' and an ideal platform to observe all of Cis-Lunar
space across the full electromagnetic spectrum.

A 'portfolio' of different applications, projects and missions can be
assembled to illustrate many diverse technologies and concepts

proposed in previous decades. With a renewed and specific commitment

to return to the Moon - this time to stay, the portfolio will expand in the
sciences, applied technology areas, exploration missions and practical
applications on the Moon, in Cis-Lunar Space and on Earth. These will
be stimulated throughout academia and the research and technology
community, as well as in industry and the private sector. 'Rules of the

Road' have to be defined to facilitate such co-operation and participa-

tion.
Last and not least, many of these seed technologies and programs

can first be tested as to their components and critical lead items on the

ISS and Low Earth Orbit, as well as laboratory simulations on Earth

where appropriate.
While nobody can predict today which applications and concepts

will come to fruition, what is certain is that many more and totally new

uses will be found for Space, on the Moon and on Earth - with untold

and likely unanticipated benefits to mankind's journey into Space

towards independence from planet Earth. When such a 'Declaration of

Independence' is proclaimed by communities outside Earth, then we

6 Report of the NASA Lunar Energy Enterprise Case Study Task Force, NASA Technical
Memorandum 101652, July 1989,171 p.
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shall know that our journey into Space has been successful.

The Cis-Lunar Information Economy

One cannot overstate the importance and scope that the Space age
has brought to revolutionizing the information sector of the economy -
globally, regionally and locally. Few are aware that when asking 'the
computer' for driving and location directions these data have been
gathered from Cis-Lunar Space - some in real time and some in
laborious work over many decades, such as topographic and thematic
map information. Similarly, when each day about $1 trillion circle the
global economy looking for investment opportunities or trade, these
monetary flows are enabled by satellite communications to many remote
areas in the world.

Agricultural resources, crop data, land use information, water re-
sources, forestry, desertification, urban sprawl - all these subjects and
more have been vastly affected by Space. Today, when a U.S. farmer
operates his harvester, the location of his vehicle is determined by GPS;
crop quality, soil moisture and yield information is transmitted 'real
time' via satellite links into various data banks; and synthesized analysis
returns to the farmer for decision-making on fertilizing that specific field
in that specific location, with those specific soil conditions and for a
specific crop - which he selected based on all the global crop data
collected and transmitted, again globally via satellite.

All these processes today occur continuously, 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. At any time, crops are harvested in either the Northern or
Southern hemispheres, ranging from tropical zones all the way to the
Arctic. There is not a single month in which some wheat somewhere in
the world is not harvested, given winter and spring wheat and all the
'zones' where wheat is grown. Today's trading department in many a
commodity company looks more like the Houston Apollo mission
command center than the idyllic images of bespectacled 'desk' traders of
centuries past.

And depending on the season, anywhere from 10% to 40% of all the
'news' reporting on media world-wide has to do with weather and
climate - daily schedules are affected as are a myriad of decisions, many
based on 'forecasts' rather than on 'facts.' We act upon such forecasts
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today because the quality of these forecasts has advanced substantially
since the days of the farmers' almanac. Data and information derived
therefrom are mostly gathered again from Space.

For example, instruments on the TIROS series of weather satellites
(the MSU) have taken -30,000 atmospheric temperature measurements
around the globe for the past 25 years (since 1979), aggregated daily at
1:30 a.m. and at 1:30 p.m. astronomical time. Each dot in the image in
Figure 6 represents an actual temperature measurement at the 'precise'
astronomical local time of 1:30 a.m., with the color of each dot denoting
the temperature measured between 230K and 280K degrees (Kelvin).
These data provide a true, accurate, 'measured' assessment of eventual
temperature and climate change - an effective counter to fear monger-
ing and 'precautionary measures' with untold costs to the economy and
trade world-wide amounting to billions of dollars and untold regulatory
constraints. [See Figure 7]

Similar examples of data gathered and distributed globally from
Space now exist in an untold variety of areas too numerous all to be
listed. Yet many gaps in our observations continue to exist and many of
the data, valuable as they could be, are still being gathered, collected
and distributed often in a haphazard way and often to a select few.

G. Observations of Cis- and Trans-Lunar Space:
A Dual Use Observation Co-operative Infrastructure
The Moon as an operational platform from which to observe Earth

and all of Cis-Lunar and Trans-Lunar Space will again revolutionize
"Earth Observations" capabilities, especially when integrated with other
Cis-Lunar capabilities. Just as with the Hubble Space Telescope, entirely
new vistas and possibilities will be opened with the ability to deploy and
tend large observatories across the full electromagnetic spectrum and
with hitherto unheard of apertures - on the 'front side' of the Moon for
Cis-Lunar Space and Earth and on the 'back side' of the Moon for
hitherto unimaginably detailed astronomy observations of the universe.

The 'Earth oriented' applications listed in Figure 8 include large
active and passive optical and RF collectors for 'long dwell' high
resolution earth-system observations; ultra-long range identification and
tracking of Earth orbit crossing objects; observation and tracking of
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Earth orbiting objects and activities; and ultra precise measurements of
Earth and Cis-Lunar parameters such as the gravitational Earth 'surface'
(the Geoid), topographic data, and other real time, continuous
measurements.

With the use of entirely new orbit capabilities and locations enabled
by support from Lunar bases, other applications will be enabled -
including large and unusually complex structures. Included are real time
continuous high resolution applications for the Lunar polar zones
(North and South poles). These applications were not 'newly invented'
here to justify some expensive Space scheme. As applied to astronomy,
they were part and parcel of the 1969 Space Task Group recommenda-
tions, as illustrated in their summary of space applications reproduced in
Figure 9. These recommendations included four large observatory
initiatives:

- A Lunar Based Optical Interferometer. See Bernard F.
Burke, "Astronomical Interferometry on the Moon (1982),"
who made the case for high angular resolution, aperture
synthesis and a Lunar VLA for a maximum baseline length
of 10 km. Adopting radio wavelength Interferometry to an
optical VLA would lead to a qualitative advance in our
understanding of the universe.

- A Lunar Based large Solar (Coronal) Observatory and
Neutrino Observatory. Again, in the latter case - neutrino
observations - the severe background over a large range of
energies can be alleviated by making such observatories on
the Moon [M.M. Shapiro, R. Silberberg, M. Cherry, K.
Lande, A.G. Petschek, among others].

- Large Scale Lunar Based X-Ray and Gamma Ray
Observatories, making use of the Moon's advantageous low
radioactive environment when compared with the Earth's
surface or atmosphere. Background radiation from
surroundings will be lower on the Lunar surface than it in
satellites in orbit around Earth. The Moon is well beyond
the regions where the geomagnetically trapped particles
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exist, nor will there be activation by the intense particle
fluxes encountered in the South Atlantic Anomaly.

- A Ten Kilometer Radio Telescope. As expanded on by Jack
0. Burns ["A Moon-Earth Radio Interferometer", 1982],
enabling significant advances in astrometry via the
measurement of the celestial coordinate system - thereby
improving celestial navigation and astronomical
timekeeping and synthesis mapping for the mapping of
radio bursts of stars, our galactic center as well as other
galaxies to orders of magnitude greater accuracies and
detail. A more recent concept of one such observatory is
shown in Figure 10.

These structures cannot 'assemble themselves' in the abstract, nor
can they be operated, maintained and updated without substantial,
continuous human participation in their deployment, maintenance and
operation.

Synergistic 'Payload Effects'forAstronomy/Observation Programs across
the Electro-Magnetic Spactrum

Billions and billions of dollars are expended on large astronomical
observatories: be it the Hubble Space Telescope, Chandra, Compton,
the two dozen or more small and large observatories deployed, being
built or on the drawing boards, they are all 'handcrafted' today with the
scientific instrument itself but a fraction of the overall payload and
spacecraft costs and data processing and communications. An enormous
amount of energy and instrumantation is expended on maintaining the
orbits and environmental conditions of these fragile structures - and
they invariably fail, often for trivial reasons: Compton because the gyros
went out of control (there go $1.5 billion), Chandra because something
seems to be 'fogging up' the viewing surface (for want of a Kleenex, here
go another $1.5 billion), the Hubble Space Telescope because of a
perceived risk for a refurbishment mission (there goes the most
successful observatory ever in the history of astronomy).

The Moon opens entirely novel perspectives and opportunities:
what if one were to take all the proposed observing instruments and
deploy them in an "astronomy/observations" co-operative (or
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condominium), with common energy, thermal management, absolutely
'stable' deployment, without atmospheric interferrences and
comprehensive protection against solar and cosmic 'weather', common
or shared data processing and communication systems and command
and control infrastructure as well as the ability for "on-site"
maintenance (preventive and repairs), updating and replacements?
Rather than the 'current' life cycle of large astronomy observatories of a
decade of "sale", followed by a decade of "construction and
deployment" to finally a decade of use (if all goes well) to be followed by
a decadal 'discontinuity through the 'next' observatory' one would here
finally establish a continuous astronomy/observation facility of
enormous flexibility - applicable to instruments across the
electromagnetic spectrum, with distributed apertures of stable geometry
of hithertoo unimaginable dimension and resolution - all for a fraction
of the cost of individually handcrafted and built observatories of
accidental functionality.

Just a 'diagonal review' of all the observation instruments and
observatories proposed - e.g. several for deployment at L2 - reveals a
nearly unlimited potential for such deployment on the Moon for co-
operative services and use.

Science Observatories currently under Development:
The Relativity Mission - Gravity Probe-B

(Launch. 2004 April)

The experiment now known as Gravity Probe B was conceived more
than 30 years ago. The aim of the experiment is to measure, rather
precisely, an effect that is predicted by all viable relativistic theories of
gravity but has not yet been observed. Just as Newton's law of gravity is
paralleled by Coulomb's law of electricity, so also it is expected that the
force between currents of electrical charge, described by Ampere's law,
should be paralleled by a force between "currents" of flowing matter. It
is this force that has never been directly observed.

Swift Gamma Ray Burst Explorer
(Launch: 2004 September)

Swift is a three-telescope space observatory for studying the posi-
tion, brightness, and physical properties of gamma ray bursts. Although
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gamma ray bursts are the largest known explosions in the Universe,
outshining the rest of the Universe when they explode unpredictably in
distant galaxies, their underlying nature and the cause of the explosion
are true mysteries of astrophysics. Swift was selected in October 1999 as
a MIDEX mission.

Coupled Ion-Neutral Dynamics investigation
(Launch: 2004 November)

CINDI is a mission to understand the dynamics of the Earth's iono-
sphere. CINDI will provide two instruments for the Communica-
tion/Navigation Outage Forecast System (C/NOFS) satellite, a project of
the United State Air Force. CINDI was selected for flight for as a
Mission of Opportunity under the SMEX-2000 AO.

Deep Impact
(Launch: 2004 December)

Deep Impact was selected in July 1999 as a future Discovery mis-
sion. It is designed to fire a copper projectile weighing about 350
kilograms (about 770 pounds) into the comet P/Tempel 1, excavating a
large crater more than 20 meters (65 feet) deep, in order to expose its
pristine interior ice and rock.

Astro-E2
(Launch: 2005 February)

In July 2001, we announced that we would participate with Japan in
rebuilding the Astro-E spacecraft. original Astro-E was launched

February 10, 2000, but there was a problem with the first stage of the

Japanese rocket, and the satellite was declared unusable. Astro-E2 will
provide powerful tools to use the Universe as a laboratory for unraveling
complex, high-energy processes and the behavior of matter under
extreme conditions.

Space Technology 5
(Launch: 2005 May)

ST5, or the Nanosat Constellation Trailblazer mission, is the fourth
deep space mission in our New Millennium Program. ST5 will test
methods for operating a constellation of spacecraft as a single system,
using three miniature spacecraft. Each spacecraft is about the size of a
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birthday cake. The mission will also test eight innovative new technolo-
gies.

Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory
(Launch: 2005 November)

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are powerful eruptions in which as
much as ten billion tons of the Sun's atmosphere can be blown into
interplanetary space. The goal of STEREO is to understand the origin
coronal mass ejections and their consequences for Earth. The mission
will consist of two spacecraft, one leading and the other lagging Earth in
its orbit. The spacecraft will each carry instrumentation for solar
imaging and for in-situ sampling of the solar wind. STEREO is a Solar
Terrestrial Probe mission.

Solar-B
(Launch: 2006 September)
Solar-B is a Japanese ISAS mission proposed as a follow-on to the

highly successful Japan/US/UK Yohkoh (Solar-A) collaboration. The
mission consists of a coordinated set of optical, EUV and X-ray
instruments that will study the interaction between the Sun's magnetic
field and its high temperature, ionized atmosphere. The result will be an
improved understanding of the mechanisms which give rise to solar
magnetic variability and how this variability modulates the total solar
output and creates the driving force behind space weather.

Gamma ray Large Area Space Telescope
(Launch: 2007Febmary)
GLAST will use particle accelerator detector technology to study

the high energy gamma rays from natural particle accelerators through-
out the Universe. With GLAST, astronomers will have a superior tool to
study how black holes, notorious for pulling matter in, can accelerate
jets of gas outward at fantastic speeds. Physicists will be able to study
subatomic particles at energies far greater than those seen in ground-
based particle accelerators. And cosmologists will gain valuable
information about the birth and early evolution of the Universe. GLAST
will map the sky with 100 times the sensitivity, resolution, and coverage
of previous high energy gamma ray missions. GLAST is a collaboration
with the Department of Energy and several foreign space agencies.
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Herschel
(Launch: 2007February)
Herschel is cornerstone number 4 (CS4) in the European Space

Agency's "Horizon 2000" science plan. It will permit high spatial and
spectral resolution imaging in the 85-900 micron wavelength region.
Superb sensitivity for both photometry and spectroscopy will result from
Herschel's high throughput and low thermal background. Herschel will
be a multipurpose observatory serving the entire astronomical commu-
nity. NASA supports U.S. participation on the mission.

Planck
(Launch: 2007 February)

Planck is the third Medium-Sized Mission (M3) of the European
Space Agency's Horizon 2000 Scientific Programme. It is designed to
image minor variations in the Cosmic Background Radiation over the
whole sky, with unprecedented sensitivity and angular resolution. Planck
will provide a major source of information relevant to several cosmo-
logical and astrophysical issues, such as testing theories of the early
universe and the origin of cosmic structure. NASA supports U.S.
participation on the mission.

Science Observatories under Study:
Dark Universe Observatory

The DUO mission would include seven X-ray telescopes to measure
the dark matter and dark energy that dominate the content of the
universe, with 100 times the sensitivity of previous X-ray studies. DUO
was selected for study as a potential Small Explorer mission in
November 2003.

Extreme Universe Space Observatory

EUSO would detect the highest-energy cosmic rays known by using
the entire Earth as a particle detector. EUSO will look down on the
Earth's atmosphere to observe the characteristic blue light that high-
energy cosmic rays generate after hitting the Earth's atmosphere. EUSO
is under study by the European Space Agency for flight on the Colum-
bus module of the ISS, and NASA would provide the large Fresnel lens
for the telescope.
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Geospace Missions

The goal of the Geospace missions is to increase understanding of
how the Earth's ionosphere and magnetosphere respond to changes due
to solar variability. Geospace is a component of the Living with a Star
initiative.

Global Electrodynamic Connections

GEC is planned as a cluster of 4 satellites, combined with ground-
based observations, that will make systematic multi-point measurements
to complete our understanding of the roles played by the ionosphere
and thermosphere in the Sun-Earth connection. GEC is a future Solar
Terrestrial Probe mission.

Interstellar Boundary Explorer

The IBEX mission would include a pair of cameras to image the
boundary between the solar system and interstellar space with 100 times
the sensitivity of previous experiments. IBEX was selected for study
as a potential Small Explorer mission in November 2003.

James Webb Space Telescope

James Webb Space Telescope (formerly the Next Generation Space
Telescope) is designed for observations in the far visible to the mid
infrared part of the spectrum. This wavelength coverage is different
from that of the HST which covers the range from the ultraviolet to the
near infrared. JWST will probe the era when stars and galaxies started to
form; it will also address many other astronomical questions.

Kepler

The Kepler mission is a space telescope specifically designed to
detect Earth-sized planets around stars in the Sun's neighborhood of the
galaxy. By monitoring 100,000 stars over a four-year mission, Kepler
could detect up to 500 Earth-sized planets and up to 1000 Jupiter-sized
planets. Kepler was selected in December 2001 as a Discovery mission.

Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
LISA is a gravity wave telescope which will open up one of the last

non-electromagnetic channels for studying the Universe. Its goal is to
detect gravitational radiation with periods of minutes to hours such as
that produced by two coalescing massive black holes in a distant galaxy.
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LISA will also provide an unprecedented test of strong field general
relativity theory. LISA is identified in the OSS Strategic Plan.

Magnetospheric Multiscale

Broad regions of the Earth's magnetosphere are connected by fun-
damental processes operating in thin boundary layers. Processes of
vastly different scale sizes can interact strongly. Understanding these
fundamental processes requires multipoint measurements that uniquely
separate temporal and three-dimensional spatial variations. The MMS
mission goal is to make those necessary measurements with a five
spacecraft constellation in highly eliptical orbits. In September 2003 we
announced the selection of two proposed mission concepts for
further study. MMS is a future Solar-Terrestrial Probe mission.

Normal-incidence Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer

NEXUS is a solar spectrometer mission, with major advances in
sensitivity and resolution to reveal the cause of coronal heating and solar
wind acceleration. NEXUS was selected for study as a potential
Small Explorer mission in November 2003.

Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array

NuSTAR is a telescope intended to carry out a census of black holes
with 1000 times more sensitivity than previous experiments. NuSTAR
was selected for study as a potential Small Explorer mission in
November 2003.

Sentinels

To improve accuracy of space weather predictions, the Sentinels
mission will characterize the environment through which solar distur-
bances propagate and study their evolution. Sentinels is a future mission
in our Living with a Star initiative.

Solar Dynamics Observatory

How does the solar interior vary through a solar cycle? How does
this variation manifest itself in the structure of the Sun's corona and
heliosphere? What is the origin and effect of sunspots and solar active
magnetic regions? SDO is designed to answer these and other questions,
and is a future mission in our Living with a Star initiative.
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Space Interferometry Mission
SIM will be the world's first long-baseline optical interferometer in

space, and a technological precursor to the Terrestrial Planet Finder.
With its unprecedented astronomical accuracy and high spatial
resolution, SIM will allow indirect detection of planets through
observation of thousands of stars, and will investigate the structure of
planetary disks.

Terrestrial Planet Finder
TPF is currently envisioned as a long baseline infrared interfer-

ometer, operating in the 7-20um wavelength range. This range is an
excellent region for the direct detection of terrestrial planetary
companions to other stars, and also for detecting spectral lines which
might indicate a habitable planet.

Widefield Infrared Survey Explorer
WISE is an infrared telescope designed to survey the entire sky with

1,000 times more sensitivity than previous missions. WISE would be led
by Edward L. Wright of the University of California, Los Angeles. WISE
(originally named the Next Generation Sky Survey, NGSS) was selected
as a potential Mid-Class Explorer (MIDEX) in April 2002; in March
2003 WISE was approved for further study. A decision on proceeding to
flight development with WISE will be made in 2004.

H. Assembly and Deployment of Large Space Structures
Indeed, the ability to assemble and operate in Space large structures

- such as the assembly of International Space Station - opens up entirely
new perspectives in the scope and scale of Space observations and Space
applications - on the Moon and in all of Cis-Lunar Space, including at
various libration points. The implications and 'derivatives' of these vastly
expanded or entirely new applications in communications, observations,
navigation and information activities worldwide can hardly be imagined,
much less quantified, other than to state that the impacts will be
enormous and utterly beneficial to all mankind. One such future
deployment and operation is shown in Figure 11.

It is not the purpose of this report to highlight and identify all po-
tential applications - a task for years to come and part of a 'dynamic'
portfolio of Space applications and sciences opportunities that should be
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assembled as part of this initiative. Figure 12 is but one example, ultra-

large interferometers deployed in this case in geo-synchronous orbit.7

There are dozens more proposed concepts that need investigation

and reevaluation in light of their being enabled and supported from a

Lunar base. For example, the abundance of energy on the Moon and the
ready availability of most material resources on the Moon can dramati-

cally transform the 'economics' of Space transportation in Cis- and
Trans-Lunar Space. Once energy is no longer a limiting factor, building

the energy supplies for these new modes of in-Space transportation on

the Moon will be preferable to other locations such as the various
libration points - which are of mathematical and esthetic importance.8

I. Testbed for Revolutionary Concepts,
Including Production of Energy and Other Resources
The Lunar base will serve in subsequent decades as a testbed for

Human Exploration beyond the Moon - to Mars, the Asteroids or

further in the future the outer planets. As time passes, reductions in

risk/cost and time optimization for viable mission designs are expected

for Trans-Lunar crewed missions in the future. CELSS and related

Environmental Health RDT&E on Space Exploration should be

directed toward achieving critical milestones to support NASA

Exploration Missions beyond the Lunar base, including for interplane-

tary missions9 . In the most primitive sense, components of the ISS could

be deployed on the Moon with minimal adaptations as a first step.
Results from detailed Monte Carlo simulations of the effects of

CELSS derived benefits on issues of fractional gravity"'), radiation and
human factors advances on Mars missions (using the mission require-

ments of the Mars "Sprint" mission proposed in the 1990s as a specific

example are shown in Figure 13.
Depending on the outcome of the Environmental Health and

' Bekey, Ivan, Advanced Space System Concepts and Technologies: 2010 - 2030, The
Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California and AIAA Inc., Reston, Virginia, 2003.

' Among the many studies on lunar energy related matters: Report of NASA Lunar Energy

Enterprise Case Study Task Force, NASA Technical Memorandum 101652, July 1989.
9 Heiss, Klaus P. and Francis Sand, "Exploration Missions and Life Sciences: Issues and

Linkages", op.cit.
lo ibid.
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CELSS assessments and advances, the cost (and risk, schedule) impact
on but one relatively simple Mars Mission (Sprint) would be in the
billions of dollars.

The benefits of finding out about these critical enabling parameters
for future missions beyond the Moon to Mars or other planetary bodies
are large indeed. Without this practical experience in near-Earth space -
including the ability to rescue and intervene when unexpected health
and safety problems arise, any commitment today, or even serious
consideration, to proceed responsibly to Mars or anywhere else would
occur with very limited knowledge and empirical data and experience.

In that sense, the Moon is the 'natural' Space Station for Earth, an
ideal and economic platform to find out the answers to some of the most
fundamental questions as to the feasibility of sustained human presence
at, and possibly even independent settlements of, Lunar outposts on a
continuing journey in Space.

For sure we owe posterity these investments into the future
'prospectives' of the United States and of mankind to find out whether
our world is 'closed' - or is open for further unlimited exploration and
expansion.

Many conceptual studies have been inspired by the pioneering
contributions by Peter Glaser dating back to 1968 - or for that matter
the very first writings on practical Space applications by Hermann
Oberth in his seminal work of the 1920s. Still, much work remains to be
done. Yet what is certain already is that energy on the Moon, and in the
future times from the Moon, is abundant, indeed inexhaustible.

In the initial build-up to these capabilities, the Prometheus nuclear
space power capabilities can more than suffice. The next significant step
will be to build the first significant Lunar solar power generating
capacity, say to achieve a 10 GW Solar Electric Prototype for Moon
based Cis-Lunar Applications and Operations [See Figure 14.I ":

To provide 10 GWe for Lunar and Cis-Lunar uses, about 2340 km2

to a depth of 30 cm have to be moved and processed - the equivalent to

" Criswell, David R., "The Initial Lunar Supply Base," in Space Resources and Space
Settlements, eds. J. Billington, W. Galbreath, and B. O'Leary, pp. 207-224, NASASP-428 and
testimony by David Criswell to the U.S. Senate, November 2003 (to be published).
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moving 1.4 billion tons (at 1/6 Earth gravity). Lunar machines to process
106 tons per year have been designed to produce glazed solar cells
entirely with lunar materials."2 A total of about 800 km2 would be
prepared. Abundant thermal energy for glazing is available as well.

The science, technology and economic implications of having 10
GWe available are enormous for any number of Cis- and Trans-Lunar
applications. Practically unlimited power could be supplied to all Earth
orbiting spacecraft (when compared to to-day's miserly power budgets in
Space operations) - i.e., it would herald the advent of propellant-less
Space transportation technologies near Earth and to destinations
throughout the Solar system and beyond, with entirely new orbits
enabled around Earth and, when combined with Space Sail technolo-
gies, the ability to reach up to a third the speed of light with Hybrid
Electric Impulse Space Sails.

Equally important, the RDT&E and subsequent implementation of
Lunar Solar Power plants will have significant major "side" benefits. The
maturing of technologies for the use of Lunar resources could lead to
90% or higher independence from Earth-based supplies.

J. Testbed for Use of Lunar/Planetary Resources:
Key to Human Solar System Exploration and Habitation.
The material composition of the Moon is quite similar to that of

Earth - not surprising given their common origin - with only hydrogen

as a truly scarce element. But here again the same material processed
for the construction of the LSPs, regolith, also contains significant
amounts of H2 and - possibly equally important as to energy futures -
3He, a helium isotope. Both elements are readily recoverable in regolith
processing, the simplest method being through microwave irradiation.
Pepin found that heating Lunar regolith (obtained from the Apollo
missions) caused the He3 to be evolved above 200 C - and by 600 C
about 75% of the He gas could be removed'3 . It is anticipated that if
heating to 600 -700 is achieved, various other volatiles can be collected
in addition to 3He - e.g., H2, He4, H20, C compounds and N2. The

t2 Criswell D. R., "Solar Power Systems: Review of the technology base of an operational
LSP System," Acta Astronautica (2000), Vol. 46, No. 8, 531- 540, Elsevier Sciences Ltd.

3 Pepin R. 0. et al., Proceedings of the 11th Lunar Scientific Conference, Vol. 2, 1435 (1970)
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relative amounts of "by-products" from the production of a single ton of
3He are shown in Figure 15'4.

For every metric ton of 3He, 6,100 tons of H2 and 3,300 tons of water
would be produced, in addition to 500 tons of nitrogen, 4,000 tons of CO
and CO2 and 1,600 tons of methane - all of these elements are
important to establishing an autonomous Lunar agricultural base and
"bio-environment". The 6,100 tons of hydrogen alone would cost billions
of dollars if transported from the Earth to the Moon. This is in addition
to any water that might be found e.g. at the poles as indicated by data
from the Clementine mission.

Once the "in-situ" Lunar materials processing and LSP technologies
have been developed, they can be extended to support Cis- and Trans-
Lunar missions and Space structures to: (a) provide power supplies for
varied space operations; (b) enable propellant-less Space transportation
and station keeping capabilities and (c) provide large parts of "future
generation" large Space structures. The most ambitious scheme was
proposed by Peter Glaser in 1968's, inspiring most of the derivative
opportunities described here. The use of Lunar materials for the
economic deployment of such structures - or power relay stations from
the Moon to Earth - was identified in the Minority Report of the NRC
on SPS in the early 1980s and studied in detail in 1989, as depicted in
Figure 16"6.

"Looking out" toward Trans-Lunar Space, the Solar system and
beyond, the Moon - combined with the power supply systems outlined
herein - will be the natural "Rock of Gibraltar," providing the jumping-
off point to any and all destinations beyond Earth orbit. This is NOT
because of some esoteric properties of Lagrangian equilibrium points -
interesting as these might be for the mathematically challenged - but
because of the Moon's unique 'locational' combination of resources,
'platform stability', vast real estate for deployment of instruments and
facilities and, last but not least, inexhaustible energy supplies. An era of

14 Cameron E. N., University of Wisconsin Report, WCSAR-TR-AR3-8708 (1987)
15 Glaser P. E., "Power from the Sun: ist Future," Science, 162, 857 - 866 (1968).
1 Lunar Energy Enterprise Task Force, Report of NASA Lunar Eniergy Enterprise Case

Study Task Force, NASA Technical Memorandum 101652, July 1989, 171 p.
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'propellant-less' Space transportation can be enabled by the Moon and
from the Moon.

The LSP technology and production infrastructure can be used with
equal effectiveness and synergistically for the deployment of distributed
aperture observatories across the electromagnetic spectrum (infrared,
optical, microwave, x-ray and gamma ray, active or passive). As
suggested by Criswell, one can combine any number of these with LSP
facilities. One such base could provide a 15,000 km2 Lunar front- or
backside-collector-observatory area. Specifically, comets and asteroids
capable of endangering Earth could be detected - and possibly
intercepted - in advance of a threat of impact. As calculated by Criswell
and others, a Lunar Power base of 100 km apparent diameter, operating
at 0.1 cm wavelength can focus solar intensity beams to a less than 100
km spot size out to 10"' km - twice the distance from the Earth to
Saturn. By irradiating incoming comets these would be gradually heated,
giving off ejected gas and dust. Their trajectories can be thus modified
to 'side-step' the Earth or the Moon. Comets of less than 100m diameter
may be obliterated completely. 17

The same power and technology can be used to propel vast Space
(Solar) Sails of 100 km diameter - via laser or microwave beams - to any
point in the Solar system and to points beyond. More than half a dozen
viable schemes for such sails were proposed and identified in the 1992
Columbus Space Sail competition, which led to the flight of the first
Solar Sail into Space on February 5, 1993, as indicated in Figure 17.

Equally interesting - at least for near-Earth applications - will be

RDT&E and possible deployment of "Space Elevators" to Li (for Cis-
Lunar missions) and L2 (for Trans-Lunar missions), a concept first
proposed by Artsutanov"8. If combined with electromagnetic launch
capabilities on the Moon to reach Li and L2, both locations might help
assemble ultra-large Space structures extending potentially over 100
miles to then be relocated from there to destinations around Earth and

17 Weaver H. A., "HST and VLT investigation of the fragments of comet C/1999 S4

(LINEAR)," Science, 292, No. 5520, 1329 - 1333.
" Artsutanov Y., Into Space without Rockets: A New Idea for Space Launch, AFSC Foreign

Technology Division Report ADA084597, Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
1969 (first published in Russian on July 31, 1960).
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throughout the Solar system. [See Figure 18]
Whereas any deployment and use of such elevator concepts from

the Earth are totally outside known materials technology capabilities
(not to mention the impact of the severe adverse atmospheric and
environmental conditions around Earth), the Moon presents an ideal
testbed for their exploration and implementation.

Conclusions
The technology and science vistas opened by the development of a

Lunar resources infrastructure are truly breathtaking: Once the 'mental
block' of thinking about the Moon as nothing but a way-station to
destinations beyond the Moon - barren of any interest and potential of
its own - has been overcome, a world of vast new opportunities for
Earth and for human exploration throughout the Solar system will have
been opened.

The "Portfolio of Opportunities" remains to be filled out and de-
scribed and then implemented where warranted by science, technology
and the market. With regard to direct benefits to economies on Earth
the constraints imposed by economic laws will limit these to commodi-
ties (goods and services) of close to zero mass and traveling close to the
speed of light: communications, observations, the information sector
and - when enabled by Lunar resources - vast, abundant energy supplies
in the long run.

The ultimate, non-Archimedean accomplishment of Lunar Space
exploration may be the establishment of the first Earth independent
settlement of humans - the ultimate historical achievement transcend-
ing any crass utilitarian or for that matter scientific accomplishment.
Should we desist in leading, others will eventually lead, like the
barbarians' of centuries past when China was evaluating its exploration
options and their costs in 1423.

We should take the first step, as a few colonists did in Jamestown
about 400 years ago - to establish the first habitat and provide the
necessary energy supplies that enable all other uses of resources and life
support. In the long run, that may be the most significant impact and
consequence of establishing a 'Columbia' Base on the Moon - to answer
the question of the ability of humans to live and sustain themselves in
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Space. The direct benefits of such a base will go a long way to allow us
an informed judgment.

Once we have learned how to 'walk on the Moon' by mastering the
myriad of technology, life sciences, services and production issues on the
Moon as the obvious near Earth test-bed, then and only then will it be
time to think of human voyages beyond - if these are found to be
possible and warranted.

In the meantime the Moon opens a vast opportunity for a range of
'dual use' (astronomical and Earth observation) Observation Co-
operatives deployed on various sites on the Lunar surface with common
infrastructure elements and services, on a 'stable' platform assuring
entirely new levels of resolution and observations across the full electro-
magnetic spectrum, particle and gravitational phenomena, un-
encumbered by the atmosphere and severe weather of Earth that
promises to vastly reduce the costs of major astronomical observation
facilities and for the first time assure a continuity of facilities.

The only amazing thing is that the community of astronomers at
least to-date seems to have mostly missed or forgotten the exciting
prospects first identified for such applications in the Space Task Force
report of 1969: which only goes to show that there can also be a decay of
knowledge, knowledge that is not automatically transmitted from
generation to generation, lest we not persist in the quest for human
Space exploration. Therein humans - even of the much maligned
Middle Ages - had vistas and perspectives vastly exceeding our
aspirations, such as Dante Alighieri when he concludes each of his three
parts of the Divine Comedy with the words "alle stele" - "to the stars".
How many academic degrees does it take to abandon this quest for
human Space exploration full of untold risks in favor of a retreat to the
'comforts' of our caves here on Earth?
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Figure 1: The Problem
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Figure 2: "Delta- V" and Time Budgets
from Earth to Moon and Mars
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Figure 3: Inner Solar System Gravity Wells
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Figure 4: Composite Image of Lunar South Pole - Clementine Mission
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Figure 5: Closed Ecological Life Support Support Systems
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Figure 6: TIROS MSU Data of May 8th 1998
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Figure 7: Lower Troposphere MSU Temperature Data - Past 24 Years
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Figure 8: Changing our Perspectives of Cis-Lunar Earth-Space
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Figure: 9 - 1969 Space Task Force
Lunar Astronomy Recommendations
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Figure 10: One Far-Side Lunar Observatory
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Figure 11: Assembly of Large Structures in Cis-Lunar Space
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Figure 12. Ultra Large Interferometer - Extra Solar Planetary Systems
(250 km Diameter)
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Figure 13: Monte Carlo Simulations of Effects of Life Sciences
Parameters on a Hypothetical Mars Sprint Mission
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Figure 14: Energy Distribution to Earth via Large Space Reflectors

#1 Solar Arrays, #2 Microwave Transmitters, #3 Reflectors all made from
Lunar Soils by Equipment #4, #5 and #6 (Criswell)
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Figure 15: By-Products of Helium 3 Production from Lunar Regolith
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Figure 16 Manufacture of Solar Power Satellites from Lunar
Resources
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Figure 17: First Space Sail, Februay 5, 1993, NPO Energia, Vladimir
Syromiatnikov, Columbus 500 Entry
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Figure 18: Illustration of the Deployment Scenario for Space
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Appendix:

The Economics of Space Enterprise
IAF Congress Innsbruck 1986

Klaus P. Heiss

"With the sharp instruments, they could recognize every detail on the Earth
and could give light signals to the Earth through the use of appropriate
mirrors. They would enable telegraphic connections with places to which
neither cables nor electrical waves can reach. . . The station could observe
every iceberg and could warn shipping. . . The disaster of the Titanic of
1912... could have been prevented in this way.

Hermann Oberth

Rockets to Planetary Spaces, 1923, NASA TT F-9227, pp 92-97.

Principles of Space Enterprise [1986].
The achievements in Space enterprise to-date are several, very significant

contributions to the well being of all of us. Among the contributions I would list:

(1) The 'Global Awareness' that we have today. Probably the single most
important economic - and other - contribution Space has made is the
image of the Earth rising above the moon. This has driven one message
home: Earth is an extremely vulnerable "soap bubble" ready to "burst" at
any moment. The fact that today indeed we have global discussions on the
environment, the economies, on information, on military and national
security issues, and in many other areas, I attribute foremost to that one
image taken on the moon by man. What to us economists was but an
abstract notion - the worldwide interdependence of economic systems in
open world trade - was shown here in one simple picture. That one image
to me, an economist, justifies the Space program and all the costs we sank
into it to-date, and in years to come.

(2) The second major benefit of the Space program has been the stability
brought about in international strategic relations, thanks to information
gathered independently from Space by the major powers. I do not want to
rewrite or reinvent history - others are much better at that. But the
outbreak of wars, global wars, strategic wars in this century, can be
attributed first and foremost to a lack of information, the uncertainty as to
the intentions of the major adversaries, e.g. before World War I. The
likelihood of any large scale, major strategic conflict for the rest of this
century I claim is zero. The reason for this is Space and the information it
provides: independent, verifiable information. That has been, and will
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continue to be the second largest benefit of Space for the United States and
for mankind.

(3) Ranked third in terms of significance of benefits from Space activities are
global communications. The world today is so radically different from the
world of the 1950s because of instant, global Space communications: While
other means of communications now exist, the fact that today we are a
worldwide, instant information society is due largely to Space
communications, and the commercial approach to Space communications at
that. It is the only area where we chose the commercial route, with the
creation of Comsat in 1962 and later Intelsat. Even the Soviet Union has
now applied for membership in this most commercial of all international
organizations.

The benefits of Space communications are "radical", widespread, and taken
for granted today. But they are there nevertheless. I do not want to quantify
these benefits for the moment. Others have done that, and I have done so
elsewhere.

II. Constraints to Expanded Space Activities.
Yet, despite these vast benefits of Space today we are grounded, thanks to

government failures and inactions. We cannot launch; if we had operational
launch vehicles, we cannot get insurance; if we could get launchers and
insurance, we cannot pursue Space observations, because of the 1984 Landsat
Remote Sensing 'Commercialization Act', which disallows private property
rights to original Space data, even if privately funded (Title 4 of that act).

And finally, if we did reach the Moon again, or any other celestial body, we
could not take possession of the resources there, so why go to the Moon and
beyond under the UN Outer Space Treaty?

From this I conclude that serious constraints have been imposed on the
commercial and beneficial uses of Space and private enterprise. These
constraints have to be removed. I will come back to these basic principles later.

In addition to these statutory and bureaucratic constraints, there are other,
real economic constraints - i.e. costs - that hinder the full development of
Space. These are:

(1) Transportation Costs. Space transportation costs are real, and they are
high. The vision in the early 1970s of a fully reusable Space transportation
system is still there to be fulfilled. Today we only have a partially reusable
Space shuttle, once it is allowed to operate again. We never developed a
reusable upper stage as recommended in 1972. We do not have a fully
operational space transportation system. A Shuttle launch today still is an
individually engineered, handcrafted event. We have to get from here to
where we thought we would be getting in the early 1970s to achieve a low-
cost, reusable space transportation capability.
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Radical advances may be possible in Space transportation, indeed are
needed in the decades ahead, possibly based on some of the technology
breakthroughs and advances envisioned in kinetic and directed energy
technologies envisioned by the Strategic Defense Initiative. Laser
propulsion may at some time in the future allow ISPs of 2000 or more and
thereby bring about radically lower Space transportation costs. In the
meantime, gravity does exist and we can not wish it away. Transportation
costs will put a severe limit on Space enterprise - and on how far we ever
will go in Space for economic benefits on Earth.

(2) Interest. Just as physicists cannot do away with gravity, economists can not
do away with the cost of time - interest. This cost of time - or the cost of the
use of capital - is a truly universal cost inherent to any civilization, wherever
that civilization may be. While there may come the day of "anti-gravity"
technologies speculated about in science fiction and advanced courses in
theoretical physics, the cost of capital is an immutable fact - similar to the
second law of thermodynamics. Any civilization has interest costs - there is
a cost to time. The more innovative a civilization, the higher this cost.
Interest is the "economic gravity well" out of which there is no escape, and
which will limit very far flung uses of resources even within our solar system,
and certainly beyond that. For example, going to Mars and back over a
three year period in a $1 billion spacecraft with three astronauts will impose
an interest cost of about $300 million, or $100 million per astronaut. This
cost exists, whether it is explicitly paid for or whether it is born by taxpayers.
One cannot do away with this cost, even if anti-gravity machines existed. As
long as it takes time to go from here to there and back, interest costs exists
and are a serious obstacle to the economic uses of resources that travel at
less than the speed of light. (Two such commodities exist - information and
solar energy - and these are discussed below).

(3) Demand. Demand is a "constraint" to the uses of Space resources on Earth.
What I mean by that is that the Earth is abundant in most mineral
resources. If we had today, say, a huge asteroid of pure platinum to be
landed at Edwards Air Force Base, it certainly is not likely to have paid for
the costs of the mission to capture and recover such an asteroid: the first,
and probably only, thing that would happen is that the prospect of a
successful landing of such a massive asteroid would lead to a total collapse
of the platinum prize on the Chicago Commodities Exchange, down to
about zero. The economics of the uses of lunar or other celestial mineral
resources is seriously limited, even at zero transportation cost: demand for
most commodities is at most "unit elastic", meaning that one spends about
the same budget on that commodity, irrespective of price. That is true for
wheat, for food crops, and it is also true for mineral resources. The 'Club of
Rome' of the 1960s was wrong, the market was right. The world today is
overabundant in resources. Anybody who doubts that should call the
Chicago Commodities Exchange and ask what happened to the prices of
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resources - wheat, barley, oil, energy since the 1970s. To add abundance to
abundance makes little sense.

III. Economic Benefits of Space Activities.
Given these serious constraints - and real costs - to Space enterprise, there

are nevertheless also important, very basic benefits to such enterprise which
amply justify our Space activities. Among the basic benefits I would list:

(1) The Survival of Man. As mentioned earlier, the images of Earth from
Space, and of the inner and outer solar system, have shown that the solar
system is an extremely violent place. Sitting ion this "soap bubble" Earth,
mankind has a duty to get off Earth and learn how to live and sustain itself
outside this Earth. I call this the true "Project Independence", or project
survival. Mankind has to pursue manned Space flight. It is a historical,
existentialist duty of our generation, and those to come. This exploration
will take place with or without the United States. If we do not pursue
manned Space exploration the Russians will, and the Japanese, and the
Chinese, and of course the Europeans. We have no choice, even if we
wanted to. But the United States will go out there again, and the reason for
that is survival, ours and mankind's.

Related to survival and the need to go into Space is another factor: today,
for the first time the world is "closed", i.e. the known Earth is a closed
world for the first time in history. Columbus set out for the unknown.
Others set out for the unknown, some as recently as the early part of this
century. Even in the 1950s the atlases of the world contained "white spots"
of unknown, unexplored territories. These spots have disappeared today,
there are no "white spots" of unknown territories left on Earth today. I
believe it is impossible for mankind to live in such a closed world for long -
a zero sum world. We have to have open frontiers, the challenge of the
unknown, which means we have to go into Space. These are not abstract
notions; these are real, indeed the primary reasons for going into Space.
The Space Station may not make much economic sense otherwise, but
manned Space exploration is reason enough for this pursuit.

(2) The High Ground of National Security. For the past 25 years Space already
has made significant contributions to the stability of strategic relations (see
above). More importantly, we now do have the President's Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI), which holds the promise to liberate the United
States and mankind from the unhealthy current situation of mutually
assured destruction (MAD). MAD is a new, unhealthy condition of
mankind. The moral equivalence it implies - in Europe and elsewhere -
between the Soviet Union and the United States is obnoxious, to say the
least. We have to get away from this confrontation, this nightmare, the
currently very unstable "stability". SDI holds that promise. This indeed is a
benefit of Space, and let us call SDI that.
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Now, beyond these basic benefits, possibly transcendental benefits to some,
let me come to the more immediate, pecuniary, economic paybacks we may
expect from Space in the decades to come. Given the above real constraints
- leaving the issues of principles aside, these are transportation costs and
the cost of time - there will be two major benefit areas from Space
activities: information and energy. Both commodities can be transmitted at
low added cost and essentially at the speed of light. Both commodities meet
the principle cost obstacles to the uses of Space just listed.

(3) The Information Economy. The payback from Space in the next decades
will not be from Space processing or from natural resource uses of Space on
Earth as envisioned by some. The high cost of transport of these massive
commodities alone will prevent such large scale uses. The one immediate
area that has and will 'pay back' in multiples is Space based information-
communications, remote sensing, worldwide data bases and information
management. Today's economies are information economies. In the United
States, of the $4 trillion or so of GNP, about $2 trillion can be related to
informational activities: the garnering of information, the creation of
information, the storage and distribution of information, passing on
information from one generation to the next. Furthermore. and often
overlooked, is the information content of products: an airplane today - in
terms of manpower and materials expended on its design and construction -
is mostly "information": CAD/CAM, avionics systems, fly by wire
technologies, air-traffic control systems, scheduling and operations of the
aircraft etc. This is true for many other products as well.

Communications satellites of today are just the beginning. Let me give you
a vision: we have today the capability to commit the US to putting all the
information contained in the Library of Congress "into orbit" and make this
information accessible to all mankind worldwide through small, portable
terminals, without any intervening controls or ground based network
'interfaces'. This would require two or three large platforms in geo-
synchronous orbit. The Library of Congress comprises about 80 trillion bits
of data in all the books and documents stored there.

Such "Information Platforms" will be the end of the control of information,
the control of societies, where governments often deny access to
information to their own people. Such "Information Platforms" are in my
mind among the most revolutionary, new frontiers, that still remain to be
conquered. Such "Information Platforms would also go a long way to assure
the "survival" of man's knowledge, should indeed a major nuclear war ever
destroy the main repositories of man's knowledge today, which are few
indeed.

Instead of pursuing such ideas and technologies, we have cut back - indeed
eliminated - any NASA communications R&D.
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(4) Energy. The other major payback from Space - not in the next decade, but
certainly in the next century - will be the collection of solar energy in Space
and its transmission to Earth to provide for mankind's energy needs. The
reason for this, once more, is that energy once garnered can be transmitted
at low additional cost and essentially at the speed of light, the two necessary
attributes for any large scale economic uses of Space. And again we have
managed to terminate all R&D into this potential in the United States: I
was a member of the National Research Council committee that concluded
that the US should not even do research on the Solar Power Satellite (SPS).
Tom Paine and I dissented, but that did not change the conclusion of that
illustrious committee.

Let me just briefly sketch out for you this potential. The "disk" described by
the Earth in Space has incident solar energy at one AU and over ten days
equivalent to the TOTAL KNOWN AND SPECULATED fossil fuel
resources accumulated on Earth over millions and millions of years. Again,
all this energy is equivalent to but ten days of solar energy that passes
through a circle with about 5,000 miles in diameter.

If one were to put such a disk closer to the Sun, say at the distance of
Mercury, that energy equivalent disk would "shrink" to 3,200 miles, roughly
the distance from Bar Harbor, Maine, to San Diego, California, with a total
area equivalent to that of the Soviet Union. In one day more energy passes
through that disk than the energy needed by all mankind to put it on the
same per capita energy availability as that enjoyed by Europe.

Instead today we have an insurmountable contradiction: we say that we
want all mankind to have "our" standard of living, i.e. 5 billion people. At
the average European energy consumption, i.e. much less than in the
United States, that would mean 40 billion tons of coal equivalent energy
consumption per year. Nobody can do that on Earth, even if the fossil
resources were available, which of course they are not. And even if they
were available, the environment would not allow such use.

IV. Space and the Developing Countries.
With the above observations it becomes self-evident that Space holds a

particularly important role for developing nations. It should be obvious by now
that many 'tenets' held by so-called development experts of the past few decades
- geared toward the export of industrial goods from industrial countries at great
expense to the developing countries - was a mistaken notion. Just as some of us
always have maintained that the real promise for developing countries was a
market oriented development approach - so it is with Space and Space
applications today: the foremost need and opportunity of developing countries
lies in the full and rapid development of advanced, modern Space-based
information technology systems. Rather than try to insulate themselves from the
worldwide, rapid information revolution and information flow, developing
countries have to insist on an open market access to these technologies and their
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uses. Countries that insulate themselves from this information flow do so only at
great harm to themselves.

In addition to the vast information benefits, developing nations must recog-
nize the development of Space as a source of energy: all the promises and hopes
held by 4 out of tthe 5 billion people living today in developing regions will come
to naught if mankind does not find a practically inexhaustible, clean, safe and
hopefully affordable energy source. Fusion energy may never be such a source, if
only for the high degree of contamination. Nuclear fission energy could be an
interim solution, but issues of non-proliferation seem to hinder a worldwide
reliance on such energy supplies. This leaves Space-based, solar energy supplies
even for use down here on Earth as the only realistic, long-term hope for such an
energy source. Vast strides are being made in the Space technology areas that
bear directly on making the vision of Space-based power supplies a likely
promise for the 21st century.

The other option would be the massive use of nuclear energy worldwide, a
prospect disturbing to many.

V. The Need for Free Market Principles in Space.
These are the broad potentials for payback from Space that largely still lie

ahead to be realized. But before we will see a large scale expansion in the
economic uses of Space - which can only come about through private enterprise
(see Space communications to-date) we have to revisit and change the ground
rules that govern Space activities.

Today we have outlawed private property in Space with the 1967 Outer
Space Treaty. How the United States - of all countries - did so is beyond me,
only five years after setting an enlightened precedent with the creation of
Comsat in 1962.

We now have also outlawed proprietary data rights to original Space data
with the so-called Landsat Remote Sensing Commercialization Act, an Act in
fundamental violation of the First Amendment of the US constitution, in that it
requires a government license before one can operate a television camera in
Space.

If we want to go into Space we cannot do so today without a host of gov-
ernment approvals, consents and other unwarranted and unnecessary
requirements artificially imposed to assure government control of these
activities. We have to re-establish in Space the same principles that govern our
activities on Earth and which make the United States and other free market
societies so dynamic and great. Private property rights to any and all mineral
resources, private property rights any and all lands, private property rights to any
data gathered in Space and from Space, private property rights to all intellectual
knowledge developed in the pursuit of Space enterprise.

Unless we do so, if we simply dispense with free enterprise and the free-
doms known to some on Earth as soon as we lift off from a launch pad to enter
Space as a region governed by totalitarian principles so contradictory to the
values we hold on Earth, I do not see any economic or other reason for us to go
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into Space, whether privately funded or at taxpayers' expense. We have to
change the ground rules and establish in Space the same principles that govern
successful and democratic societies on Earth, all of which are based an private
property, risk and gain. If that means abolishing the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, so
be it. Why should we advocate and defend a treaty that is contrary to our
fundamental, constitutional principles? The ultimate payback from Space are
profits, and profits gained from Space enterprise will be the ultimate benefits for
mankind. That is why it is important that we go back and re-establish the
fundamental principles of free enterprise, so indeed all of us can and will benefit
from Space, industrial as well as developing countries, and most important, all
the people, not just the select few government and industry representatives who
already have made Space a very enjoyable activity here on Earth with confer-
ences as this one here in Innsbruck, Tyrol, the country where free men never
owed allegiance to anyone, where serfdom was never known.
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